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There is a large disparity between the rich physical interfaces of co-located arcade games and the generic input
devices seen in most home console systems. In this article we argue that a digital table is a conducive form
factor for general co-located home gaming as it affords: (a) seating in collaboratively relevant positions that
give all equal opportunity to reach into the surface and share a common view; (b) rich whole-handed gesture
input usually seen only when handling physical objects; (c) the ability to monitor how others use space and
access objects on the surface; and (d) the ability to communicate with each other and interact on top of the
surface via gestures and verbal utterance. Our thesis is that multimodal gesture and speech input benefits
collaborative interaction over such a digital table. To investigate this thesis, we designed a multimodal,
multiplayer gaming environment that allows players to interact directly atop a digital table via speech and rich
whole-hand gestures. We transform two commercial single-player computer games, representing a strategy and
simulation game genre, to work within this setting.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tables are a pervasive component in many real-world games. Players sit around a table
playing board games; even though most require turn-taking, the inactive player remains
engaged and often has a role to play (e.g., the banker in Monopoly; the chess player who
continually studies the board). In competitive game tables, such as air hockey and
foosball, players take sides and play directly against each other – both are highly aware of
what the other is doing (or about to do), which affects their individual play strategies.
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Construction games such as Lego® invite children to collaborate while building
structures and objects (here, the floor may serve as a table). The dominant pattern is that
tabletop games invite co-located interpersonal play, where players are engaged with both
the game and each other. People are tightly coupled in how they monitor the game
surface and each other’s actions [Gutwin and Greenberg. 2004]. There is much talk
between players, ranging from exclamations to taunts to instructions and encouragement.
Since people sit around a digital table, they can monitor both the artifacts on the digital
display as well as the gestures of others. Oddly, most home-based computer games do
not support this kind of play.
Consider the dominant game products: desktop computer games and console games
played on a television. Desktop computers are largely constructed as a single-user
system: the size of the screen, the standard single mouse and keyboard, and how people
orient computers on a desk impedes how others can join in. Consequently, desktop
computer games are typically oriented for a single person playing either alone, or with
remotely located players. If other co-located players are present, they normally have to
take turns using the game, or work “over the shoulder,” where one person controls the
game while others offer advice. Either way, the placement and relatively small size of the
monitor usually means that co-located players have to jockey for space [Greenberg 1999].
Console games are better at inviting co-located collaboration. Televisions are larger and
are usually set up in an area that invites social interaction, meaning that a group of people
can easily see the surface. Interaction is not limited to a single input device; indeed four
controllers are the standard for most commercial consoles. However, co-located
interaction is limited. On some games, people take turns at playing game rounds. Other
games allow players to interact simultaneously, but do so by splitting the screen,
providing each player with one’s own custom view onto the play. People sit facing the
screen rather than each other. Thus the dominant pattern is that co-located people tend to
be immersed in their individual view into the game at the expense of the social
experience.
We believe that a digital table can offer a better social setting for gaming when
compared to desktop and console gaming. Of course, this is not a new idea. Some
vendors of custom video arcade games (e.g., as installed in video arcades, bars, and other
public places) use a tabletop format, typically with controls placed either side by side or
opposite one another. Other manufacturers create special-purpose digital games that can
be placed atop a flat surface.
The pervasive gaming community has shown a growing interest in bringing physical
devices and objects into the gaming environment. For example, Magerkurth et al. [2004]
tracked tangible pieces placed atop a digital tabletop. Akin to physical devices in
arcades, the physical manipulation of game pieces supports rich visceral and gestural
affordances (e.g., holding a gun).
But to our knowledge no one has yet analyzed the relevant behavioural foundations
behind tabletop gaming and how that can influence game design. Our goal in this article
is to take on this challenge; first, we summarize the behavioural foundations of how
people work together over shared visual surfaces. As we will see, good collaboration
relies on at least: (a) people sharing a common view; (b) direct input methods that are
aware of multiple people; (c) people’s ability to monitor how others directly access
objects on the surface; and (d) how people communicate to each other and interact atop
the surface via gestures and verbal utterances. From these points, we argue that the digital
tabletop is a conducive form factor for co-located game play, as it lets people easily
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position themselves in a variety of collaborative postures (side by side, kitty-corner,
round table, etc.), while giving all participants equal and simultaneous opportunity to
reach into and interact over the surface. We also argue that multimodal gesture and
speech input benefits collaborative tabletop interaction. Second, we apply this knowledge
to the design of a multimodal, multiplayer gaming environment that allows people to
interact directly atop a digital table via speech and gesture, where we transform singleplayer computer games to work within this setting via our Gesture Speech Infrastructure
[Tse et al. 2005].
2. BEHAVIORAL FOUNDATIONS
The large body of research on how people interact over horizontal and vertical surfaces
agrees that spatial information placed atop a table typically serves as conversational prop
to the group. In turn, this creates a common ground that informs and coordinates their
joint actions [Clark 1996]. Rich collaborative interactions over this information often
occur as a direct result of workspace awareness: the up-to-the-moment understanding
one person has of another person’s interaction with the shared workspace [Gutwin and
Greenberg 2004]. This includes awareness of people, how they interact with the
workspace, and the events within the workspace over time. Key behavioural factors that
contribute to how collaborators maintain workspace awareness by monitoring others’
gestures, speech, and gaze are summarized below [Gutwin and Greenberg 2004].
2.1 Gestures
Gestures as intentional communication. In observational studies of collaborative
design involving a tabletop drawing surface, Tang [1991] noticed that over one-third of
all activities consisted of intentional gestures. These intentional gestures serve many
communication roles [Pinelle et al. 2003], including: pointing to objects and areas of
interest within the workspace, drawing paths and shapes to emphasize content, giving
directions, indicating sizes or areas, and acting out operations.
Rich gestures and hand postures. Observations of people working over maps show
that people use different hand postures as well as both hands coupled with speech in very
rich ways [Cohen et al. 2002]. These animated gestures and postures are easily
understood, as they are often consequences of how one manipulates or refers to the
surface and its objects, for example, grasping, pushing, and pointing postures.
Gestures as consequential communication. Consequential communication happens as
one watches the bodies of others moving around the work surface [Segal 1994; Pinelle et
al. 2003]. Many gestures are consequential vs. intentional communication. For example,
as one person moves her hand in a grasping posture towards an object, others can infer
where her hand is heading and what she plans to do. Gestures are also produced as part of
many mechanical actions, for example, grasping, moving, or picking up an object: this
also serves to emphasize actions atop the workspace. If accompanied by speech, it also
serves to reinforce one’s understanding of what that person is doing.
Gestures as simultaneous activity. Given good proximity to the work surface,
participants often gesture simultaneously over tables. For example, Tang observed that
approximately 50-70% of people’s activities around the tabletop involved simultaneous
access to the space by more than one person, and that many of these activities were
accompanied by a gesture of one type or another.
2.2 Speech and Alouds
Talk is fundamental to interpersonal communication. It serves many roles: to inform, to
debate, to taunt, to command, to give feedback, and so on [Clark 1996]. Speech also
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provides awareness through alouds.
Alouds are high-level spoken utterances made by the performer of an action meant for
the benefit of the group but not directed to any one individual in the group [Heath and
Luff 1991]. This ‘verbal shadowing’ becomes the running commentary that people
commonly produce alongside their actions. When working over a table, alouds can help
others decide when and where to direct their attention, for example, by glancing up and
looking to see what that person is doing in more detail [Gutwin and Greenberg 2004].
(for instance, a person may say something like “I am moving this car” for a variety of
reasons):
.
.
.
.
.
.

• to make others aware of actions that may otherwise be missed;
• to forewarn others about the action they are about to take;
• to serve as an implicit request for assistance;
• to allow others to coordinate their actions with one’s own;
• to reveal the course of reasoning; and
• to contribute to a history of the decision-making process.

2.3 Combining Gestures and Speech
Deixis: speech refined by gestures. Deictic references are speech terms (“this”, “that”,
etc.) whose meanings are disambiguated by spatial gestures (e.g., pointing to a location).
A typical deictic utterance is “Put that… [points to item] there…[points to location]”
[Bolt 1980]. Deixis often makes communication more efficient, since complex locations
and object descriptions can be replaced in speech by a simple gesture. For example,
contrast the ease of understanding a person pointing to this sentence while saying “this
sentence here” to the utterance “the 5th sentence in the paragraph starting with the word
deixis located in the middle of page 3.” Furthermore, when speech and gestures are used
as multimodal input to a computer, Bolt [1980] states and Oviatt [1999] confirms that
such input provides individuals with a briefer, syntactically simpler, and more fluent
means of input than speech alone.
Complementary modes. Speech and gestures are strikingly distinct in the information
each transmits. For example, studies show that speech is less useful for describing
locations and objects that are perceptually accessible to the user, with other modes such
as pointing and gesturing being far more appropriate [Cohen et al. 1997; Cohen 2000;
Oviatt 1999]. Similarly, speech is more useful than gestures for specifying abstract or
discrete actions (e.g., fly to Boston).
Simplicity, efficiency, and errors. Empirical studies of speech/gestures versus speechonly interaction by individuals performing map-based tasks show that parallel
speech/gestural input yields a higher likelihood of correct interpretation than recognition
based on a single input mode [Oviatt 1997], including more efficient use of speech (23%
fewer spoken words), 35% less disfluencies (content self-corrections, false starts,
verbatim repetitions, spoken pauses, etc.), 36% fewer task performance errors, and 10%
faster task performance [Oviatt 1997].
Natural interaction. During observations of people using highly visual surfaces such
as maps, people were seen to interact with the map very heavily through both speech and
gestures. The symbiosis between speech and gestures are verified in the strong user
preferences stated by those performing map-based tasks: 95% preferred multimodal
interaction versus 5% preferred pen only. No one preferred a speech only interface
[Oviatt 1999].
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2.4 Gaze Awareness
People monitor the gaze of a collaborator [Heath and Luff 1991; Gutwin. and Greenberg
2004]. It lets us know where others are looking and where they are directing their
attention; it helps monitor what others are doing; and it serves as visual evidence to
confirm that others are looking in the right place or are paying attention to one’s own
acts. It even serves as a deictic reference by having it function as an implicit pointing act
[Clark 1996]. Gaze awareness happens easily and naturally in a co-located tabletop
setting, as people are seated such that they can see each other’s eyes and determine where
they are looking on the tabletop.
2.5 Implications
The above points, while oriented toward any co-located interactions that use gesture and
speech input, clearly motivate digital multiplayer tabletop gaming. Intermixed speech and
gesture comprise part of the glue that makes tabletop collaboration effective. Multimodal
input is a good way to support individual play over visual game artifacts. Taken together,
gestures and speech coupled with gaze awareness support a rich choreography of
simultaneous collaborative acts over games. Players’ intentional and consequential
gestures, gaze movements, and verbal alouds indicate intentions, reasoning,, and actions.
People monitor these acts to help coordinate actions and to regulate their access to the
game and its artifacts. Simultaneous activities promote interactions ranging from loosely
coupled semi-independent tabletop activities to a tightly coordinated dance of dependant
activities. It also explains the weaknesses of existing games. For example, the seating
position of console game players and the detachment of input from the display means
that gestures are not really part of the play, consequential communication is hidden, and
gaze awareness is difficult to exploit. Due tp split screens, speech acts (deixis, alouds) are
decoupled from the artifacts of interest.
In the next section, we apply these behavioural foundations to “redesign” two existing
single-player games. As we will see, we create a wrapper around these games that affords
multimodal speech and gesture input and multiplayer capabilities.
3. WARCRAFT III AND THE SIMS
To illustrate our behavioural foundations in practice, we implemented multiplayer
multimodal wrappers atop of the two commercial single-player games, illustrated in
Figure 1: Warcraft III (a command-and-control strategy game) and The Sims (a
simulation game). We chose to use existing games for three reasons. First, they provide a
richness and depth of gam eplay that could not be realistically achieved in a research
prototype. Second, our focus is on designing rich multimodal interactions; this is where
we wanted to concentrate our efforts rather than on a fully using gesture and speech input
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Figure 1. Two people interacting with Warcraft III (left); The Sims game system (right).

Finally, we could explore the effects of multimodal input on different game genres
simply by wrapping different commercial products. The two games we chose are
described below.
Warcraft III, by Blizzard Inc., is a real-time strategy game that portrays a command
and control scenario over a geospatial landscape. The game visuals include a detailed
view of the landscape that can be panned and a small inset overview of the entire scene.
Similarly to other strategy games, a person can create units comprising semiautonomous
characters and then direct characters and units to perform a variety of actions, e.g., move,
build, attack. Warcraft play is all about a player developing strategies to manage, control,
and reposition different units over a geospatial area.
The Sims, by Electronic Arts Inc., is a real-time domestic simulation game. It
implements a virtual home environment where simulated characters (the Sims) live. The
game visuals include a landscape presented as an isometric projection of the property and
the people who live in it. Players can either control character actions (e.g., shower, play
games, sleep) or modify the layout of their virtual homes (e.g., create a table). Game play
is about creating a domestic environment nurturing particular lifestyles.
Both games are intended for single-user play. By wrapping them in a multimodal,
multi user digital tabletop environment, we repurpose them as games for collaborative
play, which we describe next.
4. MULTIPLAYER MULTIMODAL INTERACTIONS OVER THE DIGITAL TABLE
For the remainder of this article we will use these two games as case studies of how the
behavioural foundations of Section 2 motivate the design and illustrate the benefits of the
rich gestures and multimodal speech input added through our multiplayer wrapper. Tse et
al. [2005] provide technical aspects of how we created these multiplayer wrappers, while
Dietz et al. [2001] describe the Diamond Touch hardware we used to afford a multiplayer
touch surface.
4.1 Meaningful Gestures
We added a number of rich hand gestures to player interactions with both Warcraft III
and The Sims. The important point is that a gesture is not only recognized as input, but is
easily understood as a communicative act providing explicit and consequential information of one’s actions to the other players. We emphasize that our choice of gestures is
ACM Computers in Entertainment, Vol. 5, No. 2. Article 12. Publication Date: August 2007.
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not arbitrary. Rather, we examined the rich multimodal interactions reported in
ethnographic studies of brigadier generals in real-world military command and control
situations [Cohen et al. 2002].
To illustrate, observations reveal that multiple controllers would often use two hands
to bracket a region of interest. We replicated this gesture in our tabletop wrapper. Figure
3 (left) and Figure 1 (left) show a Warcraft III player selecting six friendly units within a
particular region of the screen using a two-handed selection gesture, while Figure 3
(right) shows a one-handed panning gesture similar to how we move a paper map on a
table. Similarly, a sampling of other gestures includes the following:
•
•
•

a five-finger grabbing gesture to reach, pick up, move, and place items on a
surface (Figure 2, left);
a fist gesture mimicking the use of a physical stamp to paste object instances on
the terrain (Figure 1,2, right);
pointing for item selection (Figure 1 left, Figure 4).

Figure 2. The Sims: five-finger grabbing gesture (left), and fist stamping gesture (right).

Figure 3. Warcraft III. Two-hand region-selection gesture (left), and one-hand panning gesture (right).
ACM Computers in Entertainment, Vol. 5, No. 2. Article 12. Publication Date: August 2007.
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Fig. 4. Warcraft III: one-finger multimodal gesture (left) and two-finger multimodal gesture (right).

4.2. Meaningful Speech
A common approach to wrapping speech atop single-user systems is to do a 1:1 mapping
of speech onto system-provided command primitives (e.g., saying “X,” the default
keyboard shortcut to attack). This is inadequate for a multiplayer setting. If speech is too
low-level, the other players would have to consciously reconstruct the intention of the
player. As with gestures, speech serves as a communicative act (a meaningful “aloud”)
that must be informative. Thus a player’s speech commands must be constructed so that
(a) a player can rapidly issue commands to the game table, and (b) his meaning is easily
understood by other players within the context of the visual landscape and the player’s
gestures. In other words, speech is intended not only for the control of the system, but
also for the benefit of one’s collaborators.
To illustrate, our Warcraft III speech vocabulary was constructed using easily
understood phrases: nouns such as “unit one,” verbs such as “move,” and action phrases
such as “build farm” (Table I). Internally, these were remapped onto the game’s lowerlevel commands. As described in the next section, these speech phrases are usually
combined with gestures describing locations and selections to complete the action
sequence. While these speech phrases are easily learnt, we have added a 2nd display to
the side of the table that lists all available speech utterances; by highlighting the best
match, this also provides visual feedback as to how the system understands the auditory
commands.
4.3 Combining Gesture and Speech
The speech and gesture commands of Warcraft and The Sims are often intertwined. For
example in Warcraft III, a person may tell a unit to attack, where the object to attack can
be specified before, during, or even after the speech utterance. As mentioned in Section
2, speech and gestures can interact to provide a rich and expressive language for
interaction and collaboration, (e.g., through deixis). Figure 1 shows several examples
where deictic speech acts are accompanied by one- and two-finger gestures and by fiststamping; all gestures indicate locations not provided by the speech act. Further
combinations are illustrated in Table I. For example, a person may select a unit and then
say “Build barracks” while pointing to the location where it should be built. This
intermixing not only makes input simple and efficient, but makes the action sequence
easier for others to understand.
These multimodal commands greatly simplify the player’s understanding of the
meaning of an overloaded hand posture. A user can easily distinguish different meanings
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for a single finger by using utterances such as “unit two, move here” and “next worker,
build a farm here” (Fig. 4, left).
We should mention that the constraints and offerings of the actual commercial singleplayer game significantly influence the appropriate gestures and speech acts that can be
added to it via our wrapper. For example, continuous zooming is ideally done by gestural
interaction (e.g., a narrowing of a two-handed bounding box). However, since The Sims
provides only three discrete levels of zoom, it was appropriate to provide a meaningful
aloud for zooming. Table I shows how we mapped Warcraft III and The Sims onto
speech and gestures, while Figure 1 illustrates two people interacting with it on a table.
4.3. Feedback and Feedthrough
For all players, game feedback re-enforces what the game understands. While feedback is
usually intended for the player who performed the action, it becomes feed through when
others see and understand it. Feedback and feed through is done by the visuals (e.g., the
arrows surrounding the pointing finger in Fig. 4, the bounding box in Fig. 3 left, the
panning surface in Fig. 3 right). As well, each game provides its own auditory feedback
to spoken commands: saying “unit one move here” in Warcraft III results in an in-game
character responding with phrases such as “yes, master” or “right away” if the phrase is
understood (Fig. 4). Similarly, saying “create a tree” in The Sims results in a click sound.
4.4. Awareness and Gaze
Because most of these acts work over a spatial location, awareness becomes rich and
highly meaningful. By overhearing alouds, by observing players’ moving their hands
onto the table (consequential communication), by observing players’ hand postures and
Table 1. The Speech and Gesture Interface to Warcraft III and the Sims
Speech Commands in Warcraft III

Speech Commands in The Sims

Selects a numbered
unit, e.g., one, two
Selected units attack a
pointed to
location

Rotate

Build
<object>
here [point]
Move /
move here
[point]

Build object at current
location, e.g., farm,
barracks
Move to the pointed to
location

<First / Second>
Floor
Return to
Neighborhood

Moves the current
view to a particular
floor
Allows a saved home
to be loaded

[area] Label
as unit <#>

Adds a character to a
unit group

Create <object>
here [points /
fists] okay

Creates object(s) at the
current location e.g.,
table, pool, chair.

Stop

Stop the current action

Delete [point]

Removes an object at
the current location

Next
worker

Navigate to the next
worker

Walls <Up /
Down>

Shows / Hides walls
from current view

Unit <#>
Attack /
attack
here [point]

Zoom <In / Out>

Rotates the canvas
clockwise 90 degrees
Zooms the canvas to
one of
three discrete levels
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resulting feedback (feedthrough), participants can easily determine the modes, actions,
and consequences of other people’s actions. Gestures and speech are meaningful, as they
are designed to mimic what is seen and understood in physical environments; this
meaning simplifies communication [Clark 1996]. As a player visually tracks what the
other is doing, that other player is aware of where the first player is looking and gains a
consequential understanding of how that player understands one’s own actions.
4.5 Multiplayer Interaction
Finally, our wrapper transforms a single-player game into a multiuser one, where players
can interact over the surface. Yet this comes at a cost, because single-player games are
not designed with this in mind. Single-player games expect only a single stream of input
coming from a single person. In a multiplayer setting, these applications cannot
disambiguate what commands come from what person, nor can they make sense of
overlapping commands and/or command fragments that arise from simultaneous user
activities.
To regulate this, we borrowed from ideas in shared window systems. To avoid
confusion arising from simultaneous user input across workstations, a turn-taking
wrapper is interposed between the multiple workstation input streams and the single-user
application [Greenberg 1990]. Akin to a switch, this wrapper regulates user pre-emption
so that only one workstation’s input stream is selected and sent to the underlying
application. The wrapper could embody various turn-taking protocols, for instance
explicit release (a person explicitly gives up a turn), pre-emptive (a new person can grab
the turn), pause detection (explicit release when the system detects a pause in the current
turn-holder’s activity), queue or round-robin (people can “line up” for their turns), central
moderator (a chairperson assigns turns), and free floor (anyone can input at any time, but
the group is expected to regulate their turns using social protocol) [Greenberg 1991].
In the distributed setting of shared window systems, turn-taking is implemented at
quite gross levels (e.g., your turn, my turn). Our two case studies reveal far richer
opportunities in tabletop multimodal games for social regulation by micro turn-taking.
That is, speech and gestural tokens can be interleaved so that actions appear to be nearsimultaneous. For example, Figure 1 (left) shows micro turn-taking in Warcraft III. One
person says “label as unit one” with a two-hand side selection, and the other person then
immediately directs that unit to move to a new location. Informal observations of people
playing together using the multimodal wrappers of Warcraft III and The Sims show that
natural social protocols mitigated most negative effects of micro turn-taking over the
digital table. Players commented about feeling more engaged and entertained after
playing on the tabletop, as compared to their experiences playing these games on a
desktop computer.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
While video gaming has become quite pervasive in our society, there is still a large gulf
between the technologies and experiences of arcade gaming versus home console
gaming. Console games and computers need to support a variety of applications and
games, hence they use generic input devices (e.g., controllers, keyboard, and mouse) that
can be easily repurposed. Yet generic input devices fail to produce meaningful gestures
and gaze awareness for people playing together for two reasons: First, everyone is
looking at a common screen rather than each other, thus gaze awareness has the added
cost of looking away from the screen. Second, generic input devices lock people’s hands
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and arms in relatively similar hand postures and spatial locations, thus people fail to
produce useful awareness information in a collaborative setting.
Conversely, arcade games often use dedicated tangible input devices (e.g., guns,
racing wheels, motorcycles, etc) to provide the behavioural and visceral affordances of
gestures on real- world objects for a single specialized game. Yet specialized tangible
input devices (e.g., power gloves, steering wheels) are expensive: they only work with a
small number of games and several input devices must be purchased if multiple people
are to play together. Even when meaningful gestures can be created with the tangible
input devices, people are still looking at a screen rather than each other; the spatial cues
from gestures are lost because they are performed in mid-air rather than on the display
surface.
This article contributes multimodal co-located tabletop interaction as a new genre of
home console gaming, an interactive platform where multiple people can play together
using a digital surface with rich hand gestures that are normally only seen in arcade
games with specialized input devices. Our behavioural foundations show that allowing
people to monitor on the digital surface, the gestures, and speech acts of collaborators
produces an engaging and visceral experience for all those involved. Our application of
multimodal co-located input to command and control (Warcraft III) and home planning
(The Sims) scenarios show that single-user games can be easily repurposed for different
game genres. Consequently, this work bridges the gulf between arcade gaming and home
console gaming by providing new and engaging experiences on a multiplayer multimodal
tabletop display. Unlike special-purpose arcade games, a single digital table can become
a pervasive element in a home setting, allowing co-located players to play different game
genres atop of it using their own bodies as input devices.
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